With the continuous development of the electricity market, its character as a complexity system is increasingly revealed, which requires that we should integrate complexity theory into the evaluation of electricity market operation and should have the systems engineering way of thinking at the same time. This paper uses entropy to measure the complexity of the electricity market, then regards complexity as an indicator and integrates it into the index system of electricity market, after that a model which is modified based on entropy theory to evaluate the operation efficiency of the electricity market is established. Finally, the complexity and operational efficiency of the electricity market are evaluated by simulating data. Form consequence we can find that the complexity of the electricity market is higher than the general market, the efficiency of region 5 is relatively low, region 3 is the most efficient, other four regions are small in difference. The result shows that the entropy as a measure of the complexity of the electricity market is simple in calculation, it can also accurately reflect the complexity of the electricity market. The use of chaos optimization of entropy-random DEA model has good flexibility and feasibility for the evaluation of the operational efficiency of the electricity market.
Introduction
Electricity market reform is an important part of power industry reform, the structure of the electricity market is becoming more and more complex, its components, degree of automation and regulatory power are increasing faster and faster, the power network constantly develops in the direction of extra high voltage, long-distance and large capacity, these factors lead to the complexity of electricity market becoming higher and higher. The complexity will directly affect the stability and development of electricity market. Therefore, we need to understand the complexity of electricity market, know how to measure it, based on it we can comprehensively evaluate the operational efficiency of the electricity market
The current electricity market research mostly concentrates in the determined state of static market to research the reliability and economy. However, in recent years, some scholars have applied the theory of complexity to power system studies. Zhang Pinyi, Li Chunjie regarded electricity market as a complex system, used Haken model to evaluate its operational efficiency based on the principle of collaboration [4] ; Zhou Jianguo, Wang Xiaowei used game theory and dynamic modeling approach to analyze power market and its complex behavior [5] 
Complexity Measurement of The Electricity Market
. These scholars agreed that the complexity exist in the electricity market, but the research of complexity measurement and establishing the evaluation system from the concept of systems engineering are still blank. Based on these studies, using the method of systems engineering, this paper is committed to introduce the theory of complexity measure, and improve the evaluation method of the electricity market, through new ways and new perspective to explore the operational effectiveness of the electricity market, to improve the operational efficiency of the electricity market, and finally to provide more comprehensive policy recommendations to the electricity market supervision.
Electricity market definition
The electricity market set in this paper is the intermediate links between plants producing electricity to customers consuming power, it's a bridge connecting the power plant and electricity customers, which is composed by transmission and network, trading systems, scheduling systems, management information systems, technical support systems and so on. It's a human integrated complex system.
According to the scope and characteristics of the electricity market, we can classify the complexity of electricity market into internal complexity and external complexity, combined with the flow of electricity in the power system, we form a complexity measure system of electricity market shown in Figure 1 . We can also divide electricity market into three parts: power production side (the link that electricity market connected with power plant), power consumption side (the link that electricity market connected with electricity customers), and the internal link between them [7] - [9] 
Entropy measure of the complexity of Electricity market
. Electricity market exchanges all kinds of information with power plants, electricity customers and the market itself, entropy as a measure of the uncertainty of an event, can indicate the number and complexity of the information. Therefore, we can use entropy to measure the complexity of electricity market [10] According to the complexity measure system shown in Figure 2 , the entropy of the electricity market also consists of three parts, as formula (1) To calculate the entropy of electricity market, we need to divide the state of each part, and then calculate the probability of each state, finally according to formula (2) we can obtain the entropy. To simplify the calculation and facilitate the research, we can use the deviation of the planning value and the actual value to define the state variables, each part is divided into the same nine state, 
Among them, the deviation of power generation side equals planned power production minus actual power production; the deviation of power consumption side equals planned power consumption minus actual power consumption; the deviation of power transaction side equals planned power transaction minus actual power transaction [11] - [13] 
Evaluation of the Operational Efficiency
. Calculate the probability of each state. Using the electricity market statistics, each period's deviation can be obtained, classify the deviation into each state, we can get the frequency of each state occurs. Since the data is discrete finite sequence, the probability of each state can be approximated by their frequency. Take the probability into formula (2), the entropy can be obtained.
Evaluation index system of the operational efficiency of electricity market
Complexity can affect the operational efficiency of the electricity market, measure the complexity of the electricity market can reflect the operational status of electricity market. Therefore, the evaluation of the operational efficiency of electricity market cannot do without complexity indicators. This paper refers the evaluation index system of the operational efficiency of electricity market researched by the previous scholars [14] - [18] , then we add the complexity measure system into the evaluation system, forming a compound electricity market evaluation index system as shown in figure 2. Finally the evaluation index system include five classes.
In the figure, HHI index can be measured by the quadratic sum of suppliers' market share; Top-m is the market share occupied by the largest supplier of m, generally take m=4; degree of N-1 principle implementation and transient stability are qualitative indicators, their level can be measured by the value between 0 to 5; LI value is an indicator responsive to market efficiency, equals the deviation of market marginal price MP and marginal cost MC divided by the marginal price MP; market social benefits consist of consumer surplus and supplier surplus. 
Entropy-Random DEA model
The evaluation of the operational efficiency of electricity market is a problem of multi-input and multioutput, Data envelopment analysis is simple and easy to use, particularly can deal effectively with problem of multi-inputs and multi-outputs [19] In the evaluation index system of the electricity market operational efficiency, we define indicator which is the smaller the better as input indicator, which is the bigger the better as output indicators, therefore, each DMU has 6 input indicators: the complexity of energy production, the complexity of electricity consumption, the complexity of transmission and distribution, HHI index, Top-m, the line loss rate; and has 7 output indicators: degree of N-1 principle implementation, transient stability, reserve capacity, electricity supply and demand ratio, plant utilization, LI value, the market social benefits. . However, the randomness and complexity of the modern electricity market is increasing faster and faster. The demand of evaluating the operational efficiency of the electricity market is increasingly unable to be met by the existing DEA models. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the current model by adding random constraints into the model to meet the need of evaluating electricity market's uncertainty, while integrating the entropy metrics into the model to meet the need of evaluating electricity market's complexity [20] . The improved model called entropy -random DEA model is as follows: 
In the formula: X Y ; β is a certain standard that the reliability should be reached; α is a confidence level of the constraints given in advance; S is the set of all state of electricity market.
The model belongs to non-linear stochastic programming, chaos optimization algorithm is a better global optimal method to solve this problem, its efficiency is superior to the traditional optimization algorithms.
Chaos optimization algorithm solve entropy-random DEA by matlab
Using Chaos optimization algorithm to optimize the model (6) needs to solve the problem of large space dimension, while matlab can deal with multi-dimensional vectors and matrices easily, so we will use matlab programming. First define the variables and function of model (6) , the objective function can be defined as f=x*w+y*u+o.3333*dot(w,log10(w))+0.3333*dot (u,log10(u) ).
Then write the procedure of chaos optimization algorithm. First define the initial value of chaotic sequences, then use a while loop for the first carrier, the coarse search, after that start a second carrier, the fine search. Last the optimal value can be obtained. The programming code is given in the appendix.
Analysis of Cases

Complexity measure case of electricity market
Use simulation data shown in Table 2 , according to the calculation steps of the complexity measurement, we can compute the complexity of power market.
To 1 d S for example, calculate the monthly deviation of planned energy production and actual energy production, classify the twelve deviations into each state in accordance with the range of each state, thus we can obtain the frequency of each state as followed in Table 3 . The probability equals frequency approximately, so we can obtain the value of ( )ln ( ) =5.822085. The result tells that the total entropy of the electricity market is high, and slightly higher than the general market, mainly because that electricity should keep balance constantly between production and sales, it's delivered by a complex physical network, impacted greatly by the economy, environment, people's custom and so on. The complexity of electricity consumption is the largest, the second is the complexity of power production, the smallest is the complexity within the electricity market, mainly because different kinds of power clients consume in different time and capacity, which led to the instability of electricity consumption; the complexity of power production side is decided by the fluctuation in the price of coal resources, difficulty of adjusting the generators, regulatory mechanism of power generating and bidding; the complexity of electricity market is relatively small.
Entropy-random DEA evaluation process
Assume six regional electricity market Region 1, Region 2, Region 3, Region 4, Region 5, Region 6 respectively represent six DMUs, use simulation data of each region to evaluate as shown in Table 4 .
For simplicity, assume that the reliability of the electricity market meet the chance constraint, preprocessing the data, take the first DMU Region 1 Power Market for example, put its input and output matrix into the model (6) .
Using chaos optimization algorithm and matlab programming to optimize the model, we can get the value of Region 1's objective function, it's 0.871, according to the same way the optimal objective function value of other five DMUs can be obtained, the results shown in Table 5 . The data shows that the electricity market efficiency of region 5 is the lowest, probably because the comprehensive production capacity of region 5 is low, and is supported by high energy-consuming industries, also sparsely populated, so the operational efficiency of the electricity market is low. In contrast, the highest is the electricity market of region 3, the other four regions are small in difference.
Conclusion
(1) This paper, based on the complexity science, establishes the evaluation index system of the operational efficiency of the electricity market, and adds the indicators of the complexity of the electricity market into the system, gives us a new perspective to reflect the information of evaluating objects.
(2) A new study of the complexity measurement of the electricity market has been done in this paper, entropy as a measure of the complexity of the electricity market, is simple in calculation and realistically reflects the complexity of the electricity market.
(3) The use of entropy -random DEA chaos optimization model has good flexibility and feasibility for the evaluation of the operational efficiency of the electricity market. 
